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ABSTRACT

Due to the importance of radiation doses in medical field quality 

assurance should be established in order to maintain a reasonable balance 

between the puipose of application and exposure.

I his study had been carried out to achieve quality control lor protection 

based on air kerma rate. Measurements were performed by using Cs- i 37 for the 

comparison of two working ionization chambers in the secondary standard 

dosimetry laboratory of Sudan. Spherical Ionization Chamber LS-0! 1000 cc 

S/N 912 and Farmer ionization chamber 2675A 600cc S/N 0511, respectively.

The results obtained from this study have been represented as mean and 

their standard deviations shown in most cases remains at 5% uncertainty.

Comparison between-kinetic energy released per unit mass in air rate (air 

kerma rate) were obtained by using spherical ionization chamber LS-01 1000 cc 

S/N 912 and results have been determined using inverse square law. The 

differences have been represented as means and standard deviations with 

significant P-value less than 0.05.

Spherical ionization chamber gives accurate, reproducible results with 

acceptable uncertainty which is more suitable for calibration of radiation 

detectors.
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المستخلحى

ة ضبط د ؤ ج ن ظ اجل من أ حفأ ل أ ت ألهمية أ ع عا ر ج ل ةا ا عي عا ش إل  البد انطبى المجال فى ا

ن اتز ض عف'ف ا ر ف ق ن طبي ت ن ض ا ر ع ت ل اإلشعاعى. وا

ت ري ج ة هذه أ س را د ل ن ا ل م ج ل أ و ص ح ى ال ة ضبط عل د و ج ل ى بناء ا ما عل ر ء. كي وا ه ل ت ا ري ج  هذه أ

ت سا يأ ق ل م ا ا د خ ست ا ر ب د ص م ل ى ا ع عا ش إل 1 ا 3 7-Cs ن ل م ج ة أ رن ا ق م ل ن ا ي ى ب ت رف ن غ ي أ ل ت م ع م رة ب ي عا م ل  ا

ن.بالنعو الثانوى ة دا ف ر غ ل ة ا ري ا ي ع م ل ة ا سي سا أل jLS ا -0 1  1 0 0 0  cc S/N 9 1 ة2 ف ر ن غ ي أ ت ل ع ض ا و  ن

2 6 7 5 A 6 0 0 cc S/N 0 5 1 1  farmer ى و عل ت ل ى.ا ل ت ا ر ه ظ ج ا ئ ا ت ن ل ل ا ص ح ت ع ل ها ا ي ى عل  جنه ف

ة س را د ل ط ا س و ل ي ا ب سا ح ل ف ا را ح الن ي وا ر ا عي م ل ى ا م ف ظ ع ج م ئ ا ت ن ل م ا د ن ع ي ق ى ي و سا  %.5 ي

ل رذة١مقا د ع ما م ر ل الهواء كي ص ح مت ل ها ا ي ه عل ط س وا ة ب رف ن غ ب أ ت ل ة ا ري ا ي ع م ل ج ا ئ ا ت ن ل ل وا ص ح مت ل ها ا ي  عل

م دا خ ست ا ن ب و ن ا ي التربيع ق س ك ع ل ت ا ر ه ظ ت أ الفا خت إل ة ا ل ث م م ل ى ا ل ف ك ط ش س و ل ى ا ب سا ح ل ف ا را ح إلن وا

ى ر ا ي ع م ل ت ا ا ر ن ي ث أ ح .ت ض ة ( وا م ي ل P ق ق ن ا .%)0.05 م

ة رف ن غ ة الننأي ري ا ي ع م ل ت ا ظ ع ج ا ن ا ت ة ن ق ي ق ة د ر ر ك م ة و ب ن ة ب ول ب ق ن م م م ن عد ي ق ي ل ر التىو ا ه ظ ة ت سي ا ن  م

ة رف غ ر ال ن ا ر غ ة أل ن ي ا ع ت م ا شف كا ل ة. ا عي عا ش ال ا
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C H A P T E R  O N E

INITODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1. General Introduction :

Radiation is defined as the release of energetic particles or waves bv some 

source. Radiation comes in many forms and has many properties, all of which arc 

essential to understand the characteristics of radiation and its ability to interact 

with matter.

Radiation doses from applications in medical field must be accurately 

determined in order to maintain a reasonable balance between the purpose of 

application and exposure. There is, thus a need to establish quality assurance for 

this measurement. In order to achieve this dose measurement must be reproducible 

and the uncertainties associated with that measurement should be known. The need 

for accurate measurement has been appreciated from the early days of the use of 

ionizing radiation in the early 20th century, particularly in the field of diagnostic 

and therapeutic medicine. Over the years the range of applications for ionizing 

radiation has expanded both in scope and in the types and energies of radiation 

employed. This has led to the need to develop a wide variety of measurement 

techniques and standard covering fields ranging from law doses experienced in 

environment and protection application to the extremely high doses used in 

industrial processing (Beineen 2011).

In accordance with current recommendations (BCRU, 1984) dose-rates 

from Caesium-137 and other small sealed radioactive sources are generally 

calculated from the air kerma rate (AKR) at a fixed distance from the source in air. 

This is measured by the manufacturer by comparing with a source of known AKR



using a re-entrant ionization chamber (Liquorish, 1986). Most computer programs 

for calculating dose distributions require source strength to be specified in this 

way, either as an air kerma rate or as an exposure rate. Quality assurance

rcmeasurements of source strength in a local hospital arc clearly desirable and £ 

currently required under UK recommendations (National Radiological Protection 

Board, 1988). Such measurements are performed frequently by comparing with a 

calibrated source using a re-entrant ionization chamber. This source has been 

calibrated by the manufacturer also by comparing with a source of known AKR 

using a re-entrant ionization chamber. An alternative approach would be used is a 

thimble ionization chamber and its associated electrometer which are usually 

readily available (Aukett 1991).

For any isotropic emission of radiation from the source the intensity varies 

inversely as square of the distance from the source. This statement is called the 

inverse square law. The Knowledge of inverse square law is an important To 

determine the amount of solar energy reaching the top of the earth’s atmosphere 

(Desta 2006).

1.2. Background:

Minniti et al 2006 performed calibration of a Cs-137 y-ray beam irradiator 

using large size chambers at National Institute of Standards and Technology, 

Ionizing Radiation Division. A Cs-137 y -ray beam irradiator has been calibrated in 

terms of air kerma using large size chambers. The available air-kerma rates range 

between 1.8 mGy/h (0.2 mR/h) and 5.3 mGy/h (0.6 R/h). Large-volume chambers 

were used to characterize the source in terms of the radiation quantity air kerma 

(and exposure). T wo types of chambers with significantly different characteristics 

and energy responses were used. The work shows that very good agreement can be 

obtained between the measurements performed with such different types of
?



chambers. An agreement of 0.3% was observed between chambers even for the 

lowest air-kerma rates measured. (Minniti el al 2006)

Cardoso et al 2007 perform study on Air Kerma Primary Standard: 

Experimental and Simulation Studies on Cs-137. The primary standard for air 

kerma for the gamma radiation of Cs-137, of the Metrological Laboratory of 

Ionizing Ra diation (LMRI), is an ionization c hamber of the type CCQ1. This 

instrument was, for the first time, used to characterize the radiation field, in terms 

of air kerma, produced by a Cs-137 source in an irradiator Shepherd model. 81, 

used mainly for radiation protection calibration purposes. Monte Carlo simulation 

studies were also made, using MCNP5. These studies intend to characterize the 

radiation field by simulation of the irradiator and to obtain correction factors for 

this ionization chamber (Cardoso et al 2007).

The gamma radiation from Cs-137 sources is used in the Metrological 

Laboratory of Ionizing Radiation (LMRI) mainly for calibration and verification of 

radiation protection dosimeters. Dosimeters are calibrated in the operational 

quantities defined by ICRU (1992). And were obtained from the knowledge of the 

air kerma (ICRU 1998) at a point in space, applying adequate conversion 

coefficients (ISO 1996). Until now the air kerma rate was obtained using a 

secondary standard, a ionization chamber O F/ LS-01/113 calibrated by PTB. The 

LMRI air kerma primary standard is a graphite-cavity ionization chamber 

constmcted by Osterreichisches Forschungszentrum (OF/.) and is used in LMRI, 

for the gamma radiation of Cs-137 for the first time.

Aukett 1991 presented A technique for the local measurement of air 

kerma rate from small Cs-137 sources By Joint University and NT IS Department of 

Medical Physics. A method is described in which a Farmer ionization chamber is 

used for the direct measurement of the air kerma rate in air from small spherical



Cs-137 sources at distances of 35 to 70 mm. T he calibration factor and corrections 

for source and ion chamber geometry were examined. For quality assurance 

purposes, the results obtained are in sufficient agreement with other methods of 

calibration. Since the distances used were quite small, variations could give rise to 

significant errors. For example, a movement of 0.5 mm at 50 mm distance would 

result in an error of ±2%. (Aukett 1991)

1.3. Objectives of the study:

1.3.1. General objectives:

The objective of this study is quality control for protection based on air 

kerma rate in addition to that beam output as standard.

1.3.2. Specific objectives:

In details study was designed to:

1. measure output Beam for Cs-137 at Secondary Standard Dosimetry 

Laboratory (SSDL) using Spherical Ionization Chamber FS-01 1000 cc S/N 

912 and Farmer ionization chamber 2675A 600cc S/N 0511 as a routine- 

work.

2. Verify Inverse Square Law (1ST) and compare between beam output 

measurement obtained by Spherical Ionization Chamber LS-0! 1000 cc S N 

912 and results that obtained by 1ST.

3. Initiate sta ndard measurement for personal monitoring in calibration for 

crystal for personal monitoring purpose.
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C H A P T E R  T W O

RADIATION PHYSICS AND DOSIMETRY

2.1 .Radiation:

Radiation is best known as a mechanism of transferring energy to a 

material, as this process can be biologically harmful, produce useful energy, or 

incur other noticeable effects.

2.2. Typcs of Radiation:
Radiation can be characterized in several ways. One of the most important 

descriptors of radiation is dependent on the way the radiation interacts with normal 

matter. Specially, radiation that carries enough energy to free an orbital electron 

from an atom is considered ionizing. Non-ionizing radiation is any radiation that 

docs not have this ability.

Because ionizing radiation is much more practically useful than non

ionizing radiation, it is often simply referred to as "radiation" in fields that 

frequently use radiation. Ionizing radiation is biologically harmful because of its 

ability to liberate electrons and therefore break the bonds that hold molecules 

together.

hi addition to being ionizing or non-ionizing, radiation can also take 

deferent physical forms. The three main types of radiation arc alpha, beta and 

gamma. Each type has unique properties that make them ideal for specific 

applications (Danielle 2013).

2.3. General properties of radiation:

Nuclear radiations alpha, beta and gamma, which arc produced when 

radioactive elements decay collectively called ionization radiations, have the 

following properties ( Harrison 1966):



1. If the radiations from say, a piece of radium are collimated in to narrow 

beam then subjected to a magnetic field, it is found that they split in to three 

component, alpha radiation, Beta radiation and gamma radiation, from the 

deflection directions and the magnetic field direction it is correctly deduced 

that the alpha and beta radiations are streams of high speed apositvely and 

negatively charged particles respectively, further experiments involving the 

determination of charged to mass ration for these particles show that the a- 

particles are helium nuclei and that the (3-particles are negatrons. The third 

component, called gamma (y) radiation is un-defleeted by a magnetic field. 

The y - rays were recognized early on as being electromagnetic waves and 

similar to x- rays but with more energy.

2. The nuclear y-ray as emitted in radioactive processes produce diffraction 

effects with crystal gratings in the same way that x- rays do, and this can be 

taken some proof their identity. When a, (3, and y radiations which occur in 

radioactivity arc passed in to obsciving materials of different thickness, it is; 

the y- radiation which has the greatest penetrating power while the a 

radiation is the most easily absorbed.

3. The gamma radiation is practically un-affccted by paper and aluminum sheet 

and only partly absorbed by the lead. The beta radiation is affected by the 

paper but absorbed by aluminum and lead. In general, the alpha and beta 

radiations completely absorbed by relatively thin layers of any materials but 

the gamma radiation is never quite completely absorbed by thin layers of the

densest materials.

4- When any radioactive radiations, but in particular alpha or beta is passed 

through a gas, produce ionization of the gas molecules. If the gas is enclosed

6



between two electrodes maintained at different potentials, ionization current 

through the gas results ( Dcsta 2006).

2.4.Aipna rays:

Alpha rays arc positively charged particles and are identical vviin 

doubly ionized helium atom (lie ). Alpha rays strongly ionize the medium 

through which they travel and their rare of energy loss being rapid. They come to 

rest in short distances. Alpha rays are emitted by nuclei as a result of alpha decay.

2.4. E Alpha decay:

Alpha decay is a radioactive process in which a particle with two neutrons 

and two protons is ejected from the nucleus of a radioactive atom. The particle is 

identical to the nucleus of the helium atom. Alpha decay which mostly occurs in 

heavy nuclei s(Z > 82) can be expressed by the following equation:

AX z—> A"1 Y z_2 + 41 Ie2 TQ  (2.1)

Where X and Y represent the chemical symbols for parent and daughter elements 

respectively and Q represents the amount of energy released in the transition. In 

principle this energy release shared among the decayed products as a kinetic, but 

since the mass of the alpha particle is much lower than the mass of the daughter 

nucleus, practically all decay energy is carried away with alpha particles.

2.5. Beta rays:

Beta rays are nuclear radiations, which arc corpuscular in nature; their name 

collectively stands for positrons or electrons (negatrons). Those beta rays have 

electrical charge either positive or negative and a mass, which is rest mass of 

electron (m0). Normally the kinetic of electrons emitted in beta decay is of the 

order of (0.3-2Mcv)( R.M. Singru 1972).Beta rays are emitted from a radioisotope 

that decays by beta particle emission.
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2.5.1.Beta decay:

Beta decay is the process of the spontaneous transformation of an unstable 

nucleuses in to isobaric nucleus with charge differing AZ i 1.

The following three processes are called beta decay:

1. Emission of electron ((f) by the nucleus.

2. Emission of positron ( ( f ! by the nucleus.

3. Electron capture (EC) by the nucleus.

In nuclear stability, the neutron-proton ratio (N/P) ratio is crucial. If it is 

too high or too low, nucleus will eventually rearrange itself into a more stable 

configuration.

B-decay which is the emission of energetic electrons, results when an 

N/P is too high for stability; positron emission or electron capture occurs when it is 

too low for stability. The half-life of (E radioactive nuclei varies from (10 s to 2 

x;10b) years. The energy of (Edccay lies between 1 8KeV (for 1,1'f) and 16.6 MeV 

(for 127N) ( Mukhin 1938).

2.5.1.l.p Decay:

During the (3" -decay a neutron of a nucleus changes to a proton. The (3 -

decay process represented by the equation:

3n —> 1, p + (3' + v (antineutrino) (2 .2 )

Thus a parent nucleus undergoes (3" -decay can be represented by the generalized 

equation:

/X A z+\ Y+ [3" + v (anti neutrino) + Qp (2.3)

Where Qp- is the energy released during the transition. This energy is shared 

between the (3 - and anti-neutrino. Unlike the alpha particles which are mono 

energetic from a given source, (3 - particles are emitted with a range of energies



lying between zero to maximum energy Emax (end point energy). The anti-neutrino 

corresponding to the electron of zero energy, takes away the total energy released 

in the p" -decay. Similarly, the anti-neutrino corresponding to the maximum energy 

Emax of the electron gets no energy.

2.5.1.2. Positron emission ((3 -decay):

(3 Emission occur if N/P ratio is not enough for the stability of the nucicus. 

That is, those nuclei emit positrons, which arc deficient in neutrons. The process is 

represented by:

iP o n T- (3 + v (neutrino) (2.4)

This leads to the generalized equations:

X z-iY + P+ + v + Q (2.5)

Where Q is the amount of energy released in the (3 -decay is shared between (3 

and v. Therefore, similar to the (3/ the spectrum of (3 is also continuous. The 

positron is the anti particle of an electron and will enter an annihilation reaction 

when two particles meet. Since electrons are normally abundant in materials, 

positrons are annihilating soon after their emission. As a result two gamma rays 

each having energy 0.51 IMeV is released.

2.5.1.3. Electron capture (EC):

A nucleus can also relieve a low neutron-proton ratio (N/P) by capturing 

and absorbing an electron from a shell (mostly from K-sheil). When the negative 

electron enters the nucleus, the positive charge of one proton is cancelled and 

proton is converted to a neutron. During the electron capture process the only 

particle that is emitted the mono energetic neutrino. This process can be 

represented by:

9



1 o n +v (antineutrino) (2.6)|P E " .]C >

This leads to the generalized equation:

A z X -l-'1 0e —>A y.] Y v T Q (2.7)

EC and B -decay both results in reducing the charge number of decaying 

nucleus by one. Both these processes (EC and (3 -decay) usually occur in the same 

nucleus.

In some cases where sufficient energy (1.022MeV) is not available for the 

creation of (3+, electron capture is the only process of the decay. In an electron 

capture, radiation is not emitted directly from the nucleus but results from the 

changes within the electron shells. EC creates a vacancy in one shell, which is 

quickly filled by an electron from a higher energy location. As electron moves 

down to the K-shcll, it gives off an amount of energy equivalent to the difference 

in binding energy of the two levels. This energy is emitted in a characteristic X- 

rays photon. Tor example, the decay of Fe-55 by EC results in the emission of the 

characteristic X-rays of Manganese. It is by means of X-rays that a nuclei decaying 

by EC can be detected. Auger effect competes with the emission of the X-rays in 

EC. Auger effect is the de-excitation of an atom by electron emission. The electron 

emitted in Auger effect is called auger electron. Most auger electrons have

relatively low energies. Thus some radioactive nuclide, which decays by EC, may 

give low energy gamma rays (Tiwari 1974).

2.6.Gamma rays:

2.6.1Nature of gamma ray:

Gamma rays are a short-wave electromagnetic radiation of nuclear origin. 

The energy of nuclear gamma-quantum usually varies from 10 KeV to 5 McV 

(10 s > XY > 10“11) ( Mukhin 1938) Thus gamma rays can be considered as hard X- 

rays. However, the origin of gamma rays is different. Gamma rays are emitted by
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the nucleus when it makes a transition from a higher excited state to a lower 

excited state. In radioactive decay, daughter nucleus usually left in an excited state. 

Subsequently the daughter nucleus de-excites from these higher levels by emitting 

gamma rays. Gamma rays being electromagnetic radiation travel with speed of 

light. Gamma rays can be considered as a photon having a corpuscular nature with 

their energy being unitized.

2.6.2.The nuclear de-excitation mechanism:

Excited nucleus may de-excite by different mechanism. If the energy of the 

excitation is less than the binding energy of the nucleon, nucleon emission is not 

possible. In such a case the excited nuclides are de-excitcd cither by gamma decay 

or by another process, internal conversion or pair production.

2.6.2.1 Gamma decay:

It is one of the processes in which the excess energy (excitation energy) of 

the excited nuclides is removed. In particular radioactivity, decays of nuclides 

either by alpha or by beta decay process results in the formation of daughter 

nuclides more often in there excited states. These excited states usually decay 

instantaneously by gamma emission. There are one single radiation transition when 

the nucleus emit a single quantum at once goes over to the ground state.

2.6.2.2.Internal conversion:

The emission of gamma quantum is not the only process resulting in the 

release of energy excess from the nucleus. The coulomb field of nucleus can 

transfer all the excitation energy directly to the atomic electron. The nucleus 

transfer to the ground state without emitting gamma quantum and the atom ejects 

an electron of internal conversion. Most probable is the transfer of energy to K 

electron nearest to the nucleus. However, the emission of electron of internal 

conversions with L, M -----etc atomic shells is possible.



2.6.3.Isomeric Transition (IT):

Nuclides having excited levels, which don’t decay instantaneously, are 

called isomeric nuclei. These levels are celled isomeric levels. They deca\ either 

by y- Emission or Internal conversion. The transition leading to the de-excitation 

of such levels is & isomeric level decays by y- emission to the ground level, which 

is stable.

2.7.Isotopes and Nuclides:

Different atomic species often have commonalities between the parameters 

A and N. To classify these atoms, names have been given to pairs of atoms that 

share a parameter. Atoms that have the same number of protons ( / )  but differing 

numbers of neutrons (N) are said to be isotopes of the same element. Isotopes that 

have unequal numbers of protons and neutrons seek to balance their proton neutron 

ratio by emitting radiation to reach stability. Isotopes that undergo radioactive 

decay arc called radioisotopes or radionuclides. Every isotope of every element has 

differing nuclear properties, and so they are called nuclides. All possible nuclides 

are compiled into what is called the Table of Nuclides, which can be seen in



Figure(l):

Figure 1: Table o f Nuclides CDC (2009)
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2.7.1.Properties of Radioactive Nuclides:

Radioactive decay is an important process that describes the release of energy 

by an atom through the emission of radiation. Nuclides can be classified as either 

stable (do not readily decay) or radioactive (readily decay).

Radioactive nuclides have many properties that distinguish them from other 

nuclides, including half-life, activity (or decay rate), and the type of radiation 

emitted. These properties are especially useful to know for persons who wish to 

use radioactive materials for practical applications where radiation is required. 

Though the type of radiation released by a decay process is important to know, 

another factor, called half-life, is equally important for understanding the qualities 

of a radioactive material.

By definition, the half-life (x) of a radioactive element is the amount of time 

it takes for a supply of that element to decay to half of its original amount. This 

number is often used in nuclear science because it is impossible to predict the 

decay of a single atom of an clement. However, the probability that an atom will 

decay is constant over time, and so one can accurately predict the half-life of a 

supply of a particular nuclide. Knowing an isotope's half-life is essential for

determining the period of time over which a radioactive source will b/•' p i n r t t i n og
useful amounts of radiation.

The half-life of a nuclide can also be written as what is called the decay 

constant of that nuclide. The decay constant (X) for a particular nuclide is defined

as:

X" — ~ —  (2.8)

And has units of inverse time. This quantity is often used instead of the half-life, 

but only for the convenience of calculation.
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Another property, called activity, describes the number of decays a 

particular source experiences per unit time. Activity is represented with the symbol

A and is typically in units of Becquerel (Bq), which are equivalent t. r-\ z'kno z-1 o\/
t W  W i l V ,  U V w U  •

per second. Another unit called the Curie (Ci), named after the famous physicist 

and chemist by the same name, is also often used. One Curie is equivalent to 3.7 

xlO!0 Becquerel. The activity' of a source at a time t is modeled by a survival curve 

according to the initial activity A0 of a radioactive source and the decay constant 

for that nuclide:

A ( t ) - A 0 e - “ (2.9)

Activity is useful for measuring the "output" of a radioactive source over time 

( Danielle 2013).

2.8.Cesium-137:

Cesium-137 is a radioisotope of cesium (Z 55), with a half-life of 30.07 

years. Cs-137 decays by |3~ decay to either a meta-stable isomer of barium (Ba- 

137m), or a stable state of Ba-137. About 95% of the time, Cs-137 will decay to 

Ba-137m, which then decays by emitting a gamma ray with energy of 661.7 keV. 

The Ba-137m isomer has a half life of about 2.55 minutes, so this nuclide and the 

Cs-137 source are in secular equilibrium (i.e. they can be considered to have the 

same decay rate) ( Hkstrom & Firestone 1999). Figure (2)shows the decay scheme 

of Cs-137.



7/2+
55CS137

2.9.Interaction of Gamma ray with matter:
In passing through a material substance a gamma ray, in principle , may 

interact with, (a) orbital electrons in the absorber atoms, (b) the nuclei of absorber 

atoms, and (c) the coulombs field of in the neighborhood of the nucleus; arising 

from the electric charges of the protons (Reid 1972). In fact depending up of its 

energy a large number of possible interaction mechanisms are known for gamma 

rays in matter. For the typical energies of gamma rays encountered in nuclear 

spectroscopy (say from 0.1 MeV to 10 MeV) there are three important (major) 

processes by which gamma rays interact with matter and loss their energy. These 

are: photoelectric effect, Compton Effect, and pair production. They result in 

sudden and abrupt changes in the gamma ray photon history, in that, the photon 

either disappears entirely or is scattered through the significant angle (Singru 

1972).
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2.9.1.Photoelectric effect:

In the photoelectric absorption process, a photon undergoes an interaction 

with an absorber atom in which the photon completely disappears. In its place, an 

energetic photoelectron is ejected by the atom from one of its bound shells. The 

interaction is with the atom as a whole and cannot take place with free electrons. 

Because of the necessity to conserve energy and momentum, a free electron cannot 

wholly absorb a photon, hence for gamma rays of sufficient energy, the most 

probable origin of the photoclcctron is the most tightly bound or K- shell of the 

atom, since then momentum is most easily conveyed to the atom. The kinetic 

energy is given by:

E e = h v -E b (2.10)

Where:

Eb represent the binding energy (ionization energy) of the photoelectron in 

its original shell. Ey — h‘G is the incident photon energy. It is clear from equation 

(2.10) that the processes will take place only if h i  >Eb.

After the atomic electron is ejected by a photoelectric effect, the vacancy in 

that shell is filled up by another electron from the outer shell. This is followed by 

emission of X-ray photon or Auger electrons consuming the binding energy Eb. 

The configuration of the atomic shell recovers within a very short time after the 

photoelectric emission. The atomic X-ray produced as a flow-up of a photoelectric 

effect are almost completely absorbed by the matter surrounding the point 

emission, giving rise to further electrons. Thus the total energy of the incident 

gamma ray completely converted in to the kinetic energy of the electrons.

The probability of photoelectric absorption depends on the gamma ray 

energy, the electron binding energy, and the atomic number (Z) of the atom. The 

probability is greater the more tightly bound the electrons; therefore K-shcll
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electrons are most affected (over 80 % of the interaction involves K- electrons), 

provided the gamma ray energy exceeds the K electron binding energy. The 

vacancy in the K-shell is mainly filed by E-shell electron and energy of this quanta 

is the difference of the binding energy of the electron in the two shell, for the 

heaviest atom the amount will be O.lMeV ( for lead 0.075MeV ) (Desta 2006).

2.9.2. Compton Effect:

Compton Effect is elastic scattering of gamma quanta (incident photon) by 

free electrons arc bounded in the atom, but appears relatively to be free and the 

outer most electrons are having least binding energy or almost free and hence 

Compton Effect takes place with outer most electrons. In this process (Compton 

scattering) incident gamma ray (primary photon), which considered as the particle 

collides with a free or weakly bound electron (Ey > Eb) and transfer parts of its 

energy to the electron, and scattered with reduced energy. Conservation of energy 

and momentum allows only partial energy transfer when the electron is not bound 

tightly enough for the atom to absorb recoil energy. T his is way the interaction 

involves the outer, least tightly bound electrons in the scattering atom (figure 3).

Figure 3:A photon with initial wave length X interacts w ith a particle and scatters at an angle 0

with wavelength X' (DeWerd 2005)



2.9.3.Pair production:

Pair production is the third mechanism by which gamma ray interacts with 

matter with the production of an electron- positron pair (y —> c- l e t ). A gamma

MeV) can create an electron-positron when it is under the influence of the strong 

magnetic field in the vicinity of nucleus (figure 4).

In this interaction the nucleus receive a very small amount of recoil energy to 

conserve momentum, but the nucleus is otherwise unchanged and the gamma ray 

photon completely disappears and is replaced by an electron-positron pair. The 

probability of this interaction remains very low until the gamma ray energy 

approach several MeV and there for pair production is predominantly confined to 

high energy gamma rays /This interaction has a threshold of 1.02MeV because that 

is the minimum energy required to create the electron and positron. If the incident 

gamma ray energy ( h i )  exceeds this value (1.02MeV) the excess appears in the 

form of kinetic energy shared by the electron-positron pair. T herefore, the process 

consists of converting the incident gamma ray photon into electron and positron 

kinetic energies, which total:

ray with energy of at least twice the rest mass energy of electron (Trrpc 1.02

Figure 4: A schematic represents of pair production.
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(2 .11)T- + T+ = hv- 2m0c;’

Where:

T- and T+ are kinetic energy of electron and positron respectively. The electron 

positron from pair production is rapidly slowed down in the absorber. After losing 

its kinetic energy, the positron combines with electron in an annulations process, 

which releases two gamma rays with energy of 0.511 MeV. T hese lower energy 

gamma rays may interact further with absorbing material or may escape. The 

relative importance the three processes for different absorber materia! and gamma 

ray energies conventionally illustrated in fig (5) .The line at the left represents the 

energy at which photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering are equally 

probable as a function of absorber atomic number. The line at which the right 

represents the energy at which the Compton scattering and pair production are 

equally probable. Three areas are thus defined on the plot with in which 

photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering and pair production each 

predominate (Knoll 1979).
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Figure 5 : the relative importance of the three major types of gamma ray interaction. 1 he hnc 

show the values of Z and h i  for which the two neighboring effects are just equal.

2.10.Interaction of light charged particles with matter:

Electrons ([3' - particle and positrons are classified as light charged particles. 

These particles interact with matter through different process. The following 

dissections are for the incident energies of the order 0.1- 5 McV. Tor these 

energies; Coulomb forces are mainly responsible for the interaction.

2.10.1.Interaction of electron with matter:

Following are the four important processes by which electrons lose their 

kinetic energy during their passage through matter:

(i) Inelastic collisions of electrons:

Inelastic collisions of incident electrons with bound atomic electrons in the 

matter is the most important mechanism by which incident electrons lose their 

energy in their passage through matter. During such inelastic collisions incident
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electron transfers part of its energy to a bound atomic electron taking it to an 

excited state (excitation) or an unbound state (ionization).

(ii) Irradiative collisions of electrons with atomic nucleus:

Incident electron passing through the field of a nucleus experiences a 

deflection with a resultant emission of radiation. This process is known as 

bremsstrahlung. This leads to a loss of kinetic energy of the incident electron. This 

can be considered as a irradiative type of inelastic collision between the electron 

and an atomic nucleus.

(iii) Elastic collisions of electrons:

The incident electrons can have an elastic collision with a nucleus resulting 

in a deflection of electron without any radiative loss or excitation of nucleus.

2.10.2.Positrons:

The interaction of positrons with matter is almost identical with that of 

electron but for some minor differences. However, there is a very important way in 

which positrons can annihilate with the electrons in matter. This annihilation can 

either be a free annihilation with an electron or via the formation of a (e I c-) 

hydrogen-like atom called positron.

2.11. Intensity of radiation:

Intensity of radiation is defined as the amount electro-magnetic energy 

incident on the surface per unit area per unit time .In particular the intensity of 

gamma rays is given by the amount of photons (quanta ) passing through a unit 

area per unit time. Most radioactive sources arc isotropic in nature; this means that 

radiation (from a radiation source) is given equally in all direction. The intensity of 

radiation (gamma rays) at a given distance from a radiation source can be 

determined by the inverse square law.
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T
The inverse square law is used to calculate the decrease in radiation intensity 

due to an increase in distance from the radiation source.

2.12. Radiation Dosimetry:

For many different scientific fields-including radiation therapy-it is useful 

for radiation to be measured and expressed in terms of the energy that is 

transferred to and absorbed by irradiated materials. The measurement of radiation 

for useful puiposes is called radiation dosimetry. The concepts of exposure, 

absorbed dose, and kerma will be discussed.

2.12. EExposure:

It is a term that is often used when trying to express the amount of radiation 

that something has interacted with. By definition, exposure (X) describes the 

amount of ionization that is created by electromagnetic radiation (gamma or x- 

rays) in air. Exposure has units of roentgen (R). The roentgen is defined such that:

1 R = 2.58 x lc U c k g 1 (2.12)

However, because exposure is only defined for photons in air, it is not useful for 

measuring the amount of radiation that is delivered to other materials. For this 

reason, absorbed dose is primarily used to quantize radiation (Turner. 2007).

2.12.2.Absorbed dose (D):

It describes the amount of energy absorbed by a material per unit mass from 

any kind of ionizing radiation and for any material. Absorbed dose (often referred 

to as just "dose") is measured in J kg'1 or gray (Gy). The rad, another unit for 

absorbed dose, is related to gray according to the following:

1 Jk g '1 = 1 Gy = 100 rad (2.13)
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It is now important to note that the same dose of different types of radiation 

do not necessarily cause the same effect to biological organisms. For this reason, a 

constant called the radiation weighting factor (WR) must be introduced to scale 

measured absorbed dose into what is called equivalent dose.

2.12.3.Equivalent dose (H):

It is a weighted measure of the absorbed dose from a particular radiation, 

and is given by:

H D xWR (2.14)

Values for WR are known for different types of radiation, and can be looked up in 

order to calculate equivalent dose (T urner 2007).

Another quantity that is important to know is the dose rate for a specific 

source and material. T he absorbed dose rate for some material that is being 

irradiated is given by:

D T  (2.15)

Where:

• T  Is the energy fluene incident on some material (typically bodily tissues)

« —  Is the mass energy absorption coefficient of that material for a given

photon energy.

F.nergy fluence is a term that represents the instantaneous rate of energy (low 

per unit area per unit time. Additionally, energy fluence is dependent only on the 

source that is used to create the radiation.

The mass energy absorption coefficient (— ) is a coefficient that is dependent

only on the type of material that is being irradiated and energy of the photons with 

which the materia] is being irradiated. This coefficient is usually known for any
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given material for a large range of photon energies, so it does not have to be 

calculated in order to determine the absorbed dose rate of a source.

The absorbed dose rate is a desired quantity when calibrating a radiation 

therapy source.

Because —  is a known quantity D for the interaction of a particular source and

irradiated material can be determined simply by calculating T  for the source. 

Similar to absorbed dose is the concept of kerma.

2.12.4.Kerma (K):

It measures the total kinetic energy of all charged particles liberated by 

uncharged radiation per unit mass of material. The difference between kerma and 

absorbed dose is simple, yet easily overlooked. Kerma measures ions that are 

created in a material by some radiation, and absorbed dose measures those ions 

that are absorbed back into the material from which they were created. Kerma and 

absorbed dose are not necessarily equal because ions that are created may have the 

ability to escape the material without being absorbed. Figure(6) shows the 

difference between kerma and absorbed dose.

Figure 6.a: shows an ion that is created within a material by incoming radiation and contributes 

to kerma but not absorbed dose. Figure 6.b :shows an ion that is created in the material and then
i .n r t  T\/'-\ + l-\uit; ivz c/wtn ' o n n n on fj a K crw -K ^H  d n e n
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Kerma and absorbed dose are equal for the case a "thin" sample is at charged 

particle equilibrium (CPE). CPE is achieved when the material being irradiated is 

thicker than the maximum penetration range of the most energetic electron that can 

be produced by the radiation within that material.

However, for a "thick" sample at CPE, there is a difference between the kerma and 

absorbed dose that is proportional to a quantity called radiation yield (g).

2.12.5.Radiation yield (g):

Is defined as the average fraction of an electron's energy that it releases as 

photons as it travels through a medium and slows to a stop. Because kerma and 

absorbed dose are so similar, in most cases, one can say that these quantities are 

equivalent (Medich 2013). Therefore, one can indirectly measure the dose rate of a 

source by measuring the kerma rate.

The kerma rate of a source is given by:

K V ■--/ (2 .16)

Where — is the mass energy attenuation coefficient. T he mass energy

attenuation coefficient describes the amount of energy that is transferred to a 

specific material (but not necessarily absorbed) for a given photon energy. Like the 

mass energy absorption coefficient, — is a quantity that is known for specific

materials and ranges of photon energies. This particular constant is called the mass 

energy transfer coefficient.

When radiation interacts with some material, it creates ion pairs. The 

creation of ion pairs can be measured by a device called an ionization chamber. A 

diagram of ionization chamber can be seen in Eig7.
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Figure 7: An ionization chamber with active area A is irradiated by a mono energetic beam of 

particles that are fully stopped within the chamber. Plates PI and P2 arc a cathode and anode, 

respectively, with a potential difference V across them. The ion pairs created by the incoming 

beam create current 1 when they collide with the cathode/ Ekstrom & Firestone 1999).

As one can see in Fig 7, an ionization chamber consists mainly of two plates 

that are held at some potential difference in order to attract ions that arc created in 

the chamber. When the ions collide with the plates, they generate a measurable 

current. These ion pairs are created when radiation interacts with the air inside of 

the chamber. However, at small enough potential differences, the electric field 

inside of the chamber is too weak to separate all of the pairs, so some ion pairs will 

recombine. At and above a potential difference V0, the electric field in the chamber 

becomes strong enough to collect all of the ion pairs that are created. The current 

that is produced at the potential difference V0 is called the saturation current, which 

is denoted by the symbol I0.

In order for an ionization chamber to work correctly, it must operate under 

charged particle equilibrium. If the ionization chambers are not in CPF, then ions 

that are created by the incoming radiation may have enough energy to leave the 

detector and therefore not be measured. Additionally, there is an average amount 

of energy that is required for a particular type of radiation to produce an ion pair in 

a designated gas. This average energy is denoted by the symbol W, and has units of' 

eV per ion pair.
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To measure the charge created by some radioactive source using an 

ionization chamber, the device has to be placed such that it is uniformly irradiated 

by the source's radiation. This means that the source must be held some distance 

away from the ionization chamber and not directly next to it. Ionization chambers 

can be used to measure varying properties of radioactive sources.
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CHAPTER THREE

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study measurements were obtained at Secondary Standard Dosimctrv 

Laboratory (SSDE) of Sudan Energy Commission.

3.1. Secondary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory:

The Secondary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory (SSDE) of Sudan atomic 

energy commission was installed under supervision of the international Atomic 

Energy Agency (IAEA). The laboratory is located in Suba, 15 km distant from 

Khartoum in the premises of Sudan Atomic Energy Commission. It was designated 

by the competent national authorities to undertake the duties of ionizing radiation 

calibrations and standardization of dose measurements within the country. The 

laboratory is equipped with devices for improving accuracy and precision in 

applied radiation dosimetry used throughout the country. SSDL consist of'gamma 

calibrators OB-85 and x-ray unit producing ISO 4037 radiation energies of the 

narrow beam series (N-40, N-60, N-80, N-100, N-120, N-150) two moving trays 

were positioned in fixed metal tracks to allow irradiation from the three sources at 

different distances in reproducible way. A laser systems was positioned on the 

right hand side of the calibration tray allowing for accurate positioning of reference 

point of the instrument at specified distance, and a second laser system, was used 

for the alignment of the instrument according to the beam axis. T he dosimeters 

reading were viewed via a camera, which was coupled to a parallel display in 

control area. Two other cameras were positioned in the calibration room to provide 

for area surveillance monitoring. Ionization chambers, electrometers, a gamma- 

calibrator unit, and x-ray generator are used for different calibration purposes.
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During the calibration , the reference gamma radiation was provided by Cs-137 

and Co-60 sources irradiator (OB-85, is circular, with a diameter 50 cm). OB-85 

containing three sources Co-60, Cs-137 and external Am-241 with activity 37 

GBq, 740 GBq and 7.4 GBq, respectively. Sources irradiator is supplied with set of 

lead attenuators with thickness of 2 and 1.8 cm that placed at the exit window of 

the irradiator to vary the air kerma that is required to cover the instrument scales at 

particular calibration distance. The arrangement for air kerma measurements using 

reference ionization chamber used from OB-85 gamma calibrator is shown in 

Figure 8

Figure 8: Air kerma measurements using reference ionization chamber used from OB-85 gamma 

calibrator.

3.1.1.Secondary standard dosimeters and their characterization:
An SSDL must have a secondary standard dosimeter that has been calibrated at a 

PSDL or at the IAEA laboratory. This dosimeter should conform to the 

specifications given in [International Electro technical Commission (1997)] for
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reference class instruments. It is recommended that the secondary standard be 

recalibrated at intervals of about three years, although this period can depend on its 

demonstrated long term stability and might therefore differ between instruments. 

The secondary standard can be used either directly for routine calibrations of user 

instruments or periodically to calibrate one or more working standard instruments 

or to determine the air kerma or absorbed dose rate of a Co-60 unit for subsequent 

use in routine calibrations. The overall uncertainty attributed to the calibration of a 

user instrument might be slightly less when it is calibrated against the secondary 

standard rather than a working standard, but the difference should be small and 

must be balanced against the increased risk of damage or of a change in the 

calibration coefficient of the secondary standard if used regularly. It is emphasized 

that the dosimetry of an SSDL depends on the stability of the secondary standard 

and it is essential that it is maintained with the utmost care and stored in a safe 

place under stable environmental conditions that minimize the possibility of 

change in the calibration coefficient.

3.2.Ionization chambers and dosimetry system:

Two ionization chambers were used in this study in radiation protection level

1. Spherical ionization chamber LS-01 lOOOcc S/N 912, PTW electrometer S/N 

11217.

2. Farmer ionization chamber 2675A 600cc S/N 0511, electrometer 2670A 

S/N 114

3.3.ExperimentaI setup:

The air kerma rate was performed at the Secondary Standard Dosimetry 

Laboratory (SSDL) of Sudan atomic energy commission in Cs-137 gamma ray 

beam. The measurements of secondary standard ionization chamber type LS-01 

were taken in radiological mode and subsequently converted to air kerma using



appropriate calibration correction factor (pressure and temperature) 

Measurements were carried out at distance lm, 1.5m, 2m, 2.5m, 3m, 3.5m, 4m. 

4.5m and 5m and comparison with inverse square low. And for comparison 

between Fanner ionization chamber 2675A 600cc S/N 0511 and Spherical 

ionization chamber LS-01 lOOOcc S/N 912 measurement were carried out at 

distance lm, 2m, 3m, 4m and 5m.

3.4. Data analvsis:

Data obtained from this study was calculated using SPSS program & excel.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS

4.1.R esu lts:

The results obtained from this study which presented in this chapter, are 

include beam output measurements using different ionization chamber and 

measurements performed for inverse square law .

Tables from 1-9 describe the output of Cs-137 as kerma rate by using 

spherical ionization chamber LS-01 lOOOcc S/N 912, PTW electrometer S/N 11217 

in April 28,2013 for different distances from lm, 1.5m, 2m, 2.5m, 3m, 4m, 4,5m
; ; : : ; ■; : ; r P f  O t"! 11*0 n v o e o i i r o  x x r o v o  r* /Wr-TOA'I4U1LI . J i l l .  X  V/ijlJLjkZ Ŝ l CtLCUi U11U M i c o o u i e  n o i v  w m  w v, .

T V

Table (1) output for Cs-137 using SIC at lm

I Distance

1.0 m

(°c)

31 968.5

KKRMA rate 
(pGY/min)

498.6
498.6
498.9
498.9
499.0
499.0
499.1
499.1
499.2
499.2

J  J



Table (2) output for Cs-137 using SIC at 1.5 m

Table (3) output for Cs-137 using SIC at 2m

; Distance 1 (°cj F KHRMA rate i
(pGY/min)

123.5
123.5
123.5
123.5

2.0 m 31 968.5 123.5
123.6
123.5
123.6
123.5

| 123.5
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Table (4) output for Cs-137 using SIC at 2.5 m

Table (5) output for Cs-137 using SIC at 3 m

KERMA rate j 
(pGY/min)

55.30
55.26 
55.28
55.26
55.24
55.25
55.25
55.26 
55.22 
55.21

Distance T (°c)

>.0 m 31 968.5
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Table (6) output for Cs-137 using SIC at 3.5 m

Distance T (°c) V KERMA rate 
(pGY/min) 

40.42

3.5 m

..............

31 968.5

40.41
40.43
40.41
40.44
40.37
40.42 
40.41 
40.40
40.38

Table (7) output for Cs-137 using SIC at 4 m

1 Distance T (°c) P KHRMA rate
(pGY/min)

30.85
30.85
30.86 
.30.87

4.0 m 31 968.5 30.85
30.85
30.85
30.86 
30.85
30.87
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Table (8) output for Cs-137 using SIC at 4.5 m

Distance T (°c)

4.5  m 968.5

KHRMA rate 1 
(pGY/min)

24.34 
24.36 
24.32
24.35
24.36
24.35
24.35
24.34
24.36
24.35

Table (9) output for Cs-137 using SIC at 5m

KHRMA rate 
(pGY/min)

19.71
19.74

J  9.'72
19.73
19.73
19.72
19.73
19.74
19.74 
19.72

Distance T (°c)
P...................I

5.0 m 31 968.5
:

j
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Tables (10-14) represent results which describe the output of Cs-137 as 

kerma rate by using Farmer ionization chamber 2675A 600cc S/N 0511, 

electrometer 2670A S/N 114 in June 24,2013 for different distances from lm, 2m, 

3m, 4m and 5m. Temperature and pressure were corrected.

Table (10) output for Cs-137 using FIC at lm

Distance T(°c)
— - . 
P KF.RMA rate 

(pGY/min)

1.0 m 30 970.1

542.1 1 
542.24 
542.32 
542.41 
542.50

Table (11) output for Cs-137 using FIC at 2 m

Distance T(°c) P KHRMA rate 
(pGY/min)

2.0 m

...... ___

30 969.1

1 16.13 
1 16.24 
1 16.21 
1 16.18 
1 16.29

s able (12) output for Cs-137 using FIC at 3 m

Distance T(°c) P KHRMA rate 
(pGY/min). . . . . . . . " ............ ....

54.440
54.474

3.0 m

1

29 970.1

___________

54.466
54.419
54.448
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Table (13) output for Cs-137 using FIC at 4 m

Distance T (°c) P KERMA rate 
(gGY/min)

4.0 m 30 969.0

28.521
28.498
28.503

________

28.502
28.532

Table (14) output for Cs-137 using FIC at 5 m

Distance T (°c) P KHRMA rate
(pGY/min)

16.598

5.0 m 30 968.9
16.581
16.618
16.603
16.603

Tables (15-19) represent results describe the output of Cs-137 as kerma rate 

by using spherical ionization chamber LS-01 l OOOcc S/N 912, PTW electrometer 

S/N 11217 in June 24,2013 for different distances from lm, 2m, 3m, 4m and 5m. 

Temperature and pressure were corrected.

comparison of Cs-137 output as calibration in July 2,1998 and reference 

measurements obtained by using A (t) = A0 e~AZ and output measurements, i 

represent percentage differences obtained by using :

Results obtained by different ionization chamber at different dates which shown in 

table 20.
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Table (15) output for Cs-137 using SIC at 1m

Distance T(°c) P KHRMA rate
(uGY/min)
496.81
497.11

1.0 m 30 968.9 497.21
497.31

L. 497.41

Table (16) output for Cs-137 using SIC at 2m

Distance
1

T (°c) P KHRMA rate 
(pGY/min)

2.0 m 30 968.9

123.05
123.06 
123.16
123.06
123.16

Table (17) output for Cs-137 using SIC at 3 m

Distance T (°c) P KHRMA rate 
(gGY/min)

55.10
55.06

3.0 m 30 968.9 55.08
55.04
55.05
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Table (18) output for Cs-137 using SIC at 4 m

Distance T(°c) P KERMA rate 
(uGY/min)

4.0 m 31 968.5

30.73
30.73
30.75
30.75
30.76

Table (19) output for Cs-137 using SK I at 5 in

Distance T(°c) P KERMA rate 
(pGY/min) 

i 9.63 
19.66
19.65
19.66 
19.65

•

5.0 m

___________

31

■ - ' 

968.5
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Table (20) represents results of output calibration 
Air kerma rate measurement in p Gy/min at different times.

Date of Source --chamber distance SCD (m) T ypeot
measurements measurements

1 2 3 4 5

2/7/1998 781.10 191.10 84.83 64.83 29.67 Calibration

i 28/4/2013 555.82 135.98 60.36 46.13 21.11 Reference

28/4/2013(Spherical) 498.96 123.52 55.253 30.856 19.728 Measured

10.22 9.16 8.46 33.11 6.56 I %

24/6/20 i 3 555.70 135.46 60.13 4 c r\ r TJ.7U O 1 A'"'Z. 1 .wo o r....., ...1YC ICICI Î C

1 24/6/2013 (Farmer) 542.32 116.21 54.45 28.51 16.60 Measured

2.06 14.2 9.45 37.98 21.07 [ %

24/6/2013 555.70 135.46
________

60.13
. .

45.96 21.03 Reference

24/6/2013 
I (Spherical)

497.17 123.10 55.07 30.74 19.65 Measured

10.21 9.12
_ .. .  .

8.41 33.12
___. .  _ _

6.56 I %



Mean kerma rate and standard divisions for Cs-137 using spherical

ionization chamber o f  nine different distances represented in table 21.

Distance(m) Kerma rate ji Gym in

1 498.96 1 0.22

1.5 220.12 i 0.04

2 123.52 l 0.04

2.5 79.41 1 0.04

3 55.25 4 0.03

3.5 40.41 I 0.02

4 30.86 J 0.01
1

4.5 24.35 :i 0.0i

5 19.73 1 0.01
Values are  expressed as Mean t SD.



Graph (1) shows output measurements of Cs-137 as mean kerma rate using
spherical ionization chamber at different distances.
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Mean kerma rate and standard divisions for Cs-137 using Farmer ionization

chamber of five different distances represented in table22.

Distance(m) Kerma rate p Gy/hiin

1 542.32 ±0.15

2 116.21 ±0.06

3 54.45 ± 0.02

4 28.51 ±0.01

5 16.60 ±0.01
Values are expressed as Mean ±  SD

Graph (2) shows output measurements of Cs-137 as mean kerma rate using Farmer 
ionization chamber at different distances.
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Table (23) represents mean kerma rate and standard divisions for Cs-137 using 

Spherical ionization chamber of five different distances.

Mean kerma rate and standard divisions for Cs-137 using Spherical ionization

chamber of five different distances represented in table 23.

Distance(m) Kerma rate p. Gv/min

1 497.17 t. 0.23

2 123.07 ± 0.05

3 55.07 i 0.02

4 30.74 i 0.01
1

5 19.65 i 0.01
Values are expressed as Mean i SD.
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M
ea

n

Graph (3) shows output measurements of Cs-137 as mean kerma rate using

Spherical Ionization Chamber at different distances.
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Comparison between kerma rate measured by spherical ionization chamber 

and inverse square law for different distances. From the calculated data it has been 

found that the difference between measured results and inverse square law are 

significant values.

'fable (24) represents comparison between kerma rate measured by spherical 

ionization chamber and inverse square law for different distances

Distance/m Mean ± SD Mean
Difference

Std. Error 
Difference P-valuc

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Difference
Lower......... Upper

1.5
Measured 220.12 ±0.04

-1.64 0.04 0.000* -1.72 -1.56
ISL 221.76 ±0.11

2
Measured 123.52 ±0.042

-1.24 0.021 0.000* -1.20 -1.28
ISL 124.76 ±0.052

2.5
Measured 79.41 ±0.043

-0.432 0.021 0.000* -0.48 -0.39
ISL 79.84 ±0.052

3

Measured 55.25:1. 0.026
-0.19 0.018 0.000* -0.23 -0.15

ISL 55.44.1:0.052

3.5
....

Measured 40.41 ±0.021
-0.31 1 0.015 0.000* -0.34 -0.28

ISL 40.72 1: 0.042

4
Measured 30.86 ±0.008

-0.34 0.003 0.000* -0.35 -0.34
ISL 31.20 1 0.00

4.5
Measured 24.35 ± 0.012

-0.27 0.014 0.000* -0.30 -0.24
ISL 24.62 1. 0.04

5
Measured 19.73 ±0.010

-0.25 0.014 0.000* -0.28 -0.22
ISL....... 19.98 ±0.04

Values are expressed as Mean F SD ; Significant at P-valtie <  0.05.
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Graph (4) represents comparison of standard deviation of different ionization 

chamber at different distances.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

5.1.DISCUSSION

SSDL calibrators OB-85 containing three sources Co-60, Cs-137 and 

external Am-241 with activity 37 GBq, 740 GBq and 7.4 GBq, respectively. 

During the calibration , the reference gamma radiation was provided by Cs-137 

source irradiator (OB-85, is circular, with a diameter 50 cm). Cs 137 used for 

radiation protection purposes in calibration radiation monitors and detectors by 

using standard spherical ionization chamber.

Tables (1 -9 )  show output for Cs-137 using Spherical ionization chamber 

LS-01 lOOOcc S/N 912, PTW electrometer S/N 11217 for nine different distances 

after applied appropriate correction for temperature and pressure in 28/4/2013. 

Then these tables represented as mean and their standard deviation in table (21). 

Notice that the standard deviation do not exceed 5% except at distance lm due to 

difference in results given in table (1). Also graph (1) shows the variation in output 

measurement as mean air kerma rate and their distances.

By using Farmer ionization chamber 2675A 600ce S/N 0511, electrometer 

2670A S/N 114 for five distances in 24/6/2013 and after correction for temperature 

and pressure were applied measurements of Cs-137 were tabulated in tables (10 

14). These measurements then represented as mean air kerma rate and their 

standard deviation in table (22). Notice that most of the standard deviation not 

exceed 5%. Also graph (2) shows the variation in output measurement as mean air 

kerma rate and their distances.

Tables (15 - 19) show output for Cs-137 using Spherical ionization chamber 

for five different distances after applied appropriate correction for temperature and
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pressure in 24/6/2013. Then these tables represented as mean and their standard 

deviation in table (23). Notice that the standard deviation do not exceed 5% except 

at distance lm  due to different in results given in table (14). Also graph (3) shows 

the variation in output measurement as mean air kerma rate and their distances.

Table (20) shows the calibration of air kerma rate measured in uGy/min at 

different times.the calibration results shown in table in July 2,1998 and reference 

air kerma rate predicated for subsequent dates by using corresponding decay 

correction. The value of half life for Cs-137 used here is 30.17 years. Table (20) 

also shows the differences obtained between the values of air kerma rate 

predicated using A (t) = A0 e~AC and measured air kerma rate in 28/4/2013 by 

using spherical ionization chamber. The differences in most distances do not 

exceed 10% except at distance (4 m) is 33.11% due to scatter effect. Also the 

differences vary when using Farmer ionization chamber at 24/6/2013 and 

compared between predicated references air kerma rate using equation and 

measured air kerma rate between 2.06% for lm and 21.07% for 5m. Notice that at 

distance 4m also there was an increasing in differences due to scatter effect. Also 

in comparison between measured and predicated air kerma rate using spherical 

ionization chamber at 24/6/2013 the differences do not exceed 10% except at 4m is 

33.12% due to scatter effect.

For comparison between measured air kerma rate using spherical ionization 

chamber and results obtained by using inverse square law, table (24) shows the 

comparison based on the mean difference between two results. P- value is 

significant for all distances p vaiue is less than 0.05.

Comparison between standard deviation of two different ionization 

chambers for different distances given in graph (4). The red line refers to spherical 

ionization chamber, while the blue line refers to Farmer ionization chamber.



5.2.CONCLUSION:

Measurements of Cs-137 output at the Secondary Standard Dosimetry 

Laboratory (SSDL) were obtained based on air kerma rate using Spherical and 

farmer Ionization Chambers LS-01 lOOOcc S/N 912, PTW electrometer S/N 11217 

in April 28,2013 and 2675A 600cc S/N 0511, electrometer 2670A S/N 114 

respectively, for different distances and compared with each other and reference 

measurements determined by equation of decay.

The Inverse square law was investigated and compared with measured air 

kerma rate obtained by Spherical ionization chamber and the differences were 

found to be significant P-value is less than 0.05.

Spherical ionization chamber gives accurate, reproducible results with 

acceptable uncertainty which is more suitable for calibration of radiation detectors.
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